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“This is the largest business transformation project 
happening in Europe today, with 156.151 kilometres of 
copper cabling and 54.271 kilometres of fibre optic cable 
being used in the on-boarding process. 

“We are dramatically improving the efficiency with 
which the DWP handles its data. We have dealt with 50 
million lines of code in order to rationalise the outdated 
legacy systems, streamlined 160 redundant applications 
to 60 and will be reducing the number of DWP data 
centres.

“Choosing Crown Hosting meant opting for a unique 
Framework as opposed to a traditional data centre. This 
agreement proved stress-free to purchase in comparison 
to conventional, longer winded procurement processes.

“We are not working with locked-in contracts from 
several vendors but can now work with SME’s who offer 
us good value. Overall, the framework has allowed us 
to implement a non-disruptive, secure transition of all 
DWP data to a digitalised state. 

Working with Crown Hosting allowed us to refresh 
legacy systems and adopt an agile approach to data. 
Everything that was ready to be moved to the Cloud has 
been migrated, but for legacy data not fit for format, the 
Framework is the place for it.

The Crown Hosting team were clear on our expectations 
of the project from the offset. Quite frankly, there was 
no room for failure and the time constraints have been 
tight, but having the team work in co-operation with our 
overarching goal filled us with real assurance.

The data centre needs to be live by April 2017 in order for 
the migration process to commence and be concluded 
by the fixed deadline of 23rd February 2018.

Crown Hosting offered an energy efficiency guarantee 
that has been paramount during this process; we cannot 
be the UK’s largest public service department and 
neglect our responsibility to the environment. Once 
applications become more efficient, we can decrease our 
rack sizes with no contractual implication, fee or impact 
on our eco-friendly promise.”

The DWP are making appropriate steps to remain relevant 
in the IoT generation. It will allow employees, systems 
and customers to communicate instantaneously to the 
public and streamline the DWP’s day to day operations.

As part of the Cloud First strategy currently underway 
throughout Government, the Department of Work and 
Pensions (DWP) has entered into an agreement with 
Crown Hosting Data Centres. By 2018, the department’s 
infrastructure will comprise legacy systems, Private 
Cloud and Public Cloud, working in synergy to deliver 
the highest digital standards to the public. 


